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                   In Focus 
  FLUSHING CAMERA CLUB NEWS 
       In our 47h year counting. 
       Member: Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI)        
 
        “Together in friendship may we learn the art of photography” 

Visitors always welcome. 

6th  - Competition#4  Judge: Mike DiRenzo 

20th –Norman Eng “Florence Italy” and our Christmas/Holiday Party  

members are asked to bring some “finger food” or drink to the meeting to share 

the festivities  

3rd - Competition#5  Judge: John Brokos 

17th – “Why & How to Plan Properly”  Richard DeDalto                                 

and Masters of Photography video                                                                               

31st –Program T.B.A. 

From the President’s desk:  Well the holiday season is here.  Parties, 

dinners, decorations, etc,  So many photo opportunities.  Crowds 

flock to Manhattan to see The Tree.  Go late night to avoid the 

hordes.  I was literally trampled at the lighting some years ago.  

Nearby is  the Rockefeller Center skating rink and colorful  store  

and street decorations.  While we are enjoying all this fun lets 

remember the less fortunate.  While wishing for that new lens under 

the tree it may also be a good time to contribute to your favorite 

charity.  Hoping you and your families  have a merry and peaceful 

Christmas a happy Hanukkah and a healthy New Year.                               

-                                                                      “photoJoe” Crupi. 
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 I came to New Mexico —the Socorro , Apache nature 

refuge to take crane photos. On this afternoon I was 

looking for  crane opportunities and waiting for cranes to 

return , Russ passed by my location twice and I heard 

him teaching his students how to shoot the cranes . I did 

not recognize him at first. Later he came to me  and 

asked “are you Bernard ?” Then I finally recognized him . 

We all get older but his face is the same as he never 

seems to age.  See the photo (left) taken with him.                
Bernard Huang 

anthiaculturemagazine -France Just Made It Illegal to Lie About Retouching Models’ Images 

Wait, you don't keep up with French politics? Just kidding, it's fine. We normally don't either. But France has a new 

law going into effect that we all need to pay attention to: Starting October 1, all French photographs (in print 

magazines, online, on posters, in ad campaigns, everything) that are retouched or edited will need to be labeled 

"photographie retouchée" (translation: retouched photograph).                                                                                                                    

The law aims to discourage brands from promoting unrealistic body standards—it's got to be pretty embarrassing, 

not to mention distracting, to have a big disclaimer on your high-fashion ad. Plus, seeing "photographie retouchée" 

on photos should serve as a glaring reminder to consumers that the flawless person in the picture has been 

seriously manipulated to look that way. It's basically saying, "This is not a real person!!" but way, way more tactfully.                                                                                                                                    

Though these new laws only apply to France for now (fingers crossed that it spreads), small changes are taking 

place in the U.S. too. Two major fashion conglomerates, LVMH and Kering, recently announced they will no longer 

hire models younger than 16 or smaller than a U.S. size 2.                                                                                                                         

While this sounds like a big improvement in theory, in practice it’s not much. Banning models that are a size 2 or 

smaller is hardly drastic, especially considering the average American woman is a size 16-18. Still, it's a step in the 

right direction—hopefully it will stop models from feeling like they have to be unhealthily thin in order to succeed.    

And you know what? Though the fashion industry obviously has a long way to go in terms of promoting healthy body 

image and reflecting the body types of its consumers, we're willing to celebrate small victories. After all, they're baby 

steps in the right direction.  

Member.s Chance Meeting:                                   Page 2 

Our Recording Secretary, Louise DeStefano is recovering from hip surgery.  We wish her all the best .  Think 

pleasant thoughts during therapy.  You will be able to do so much more photography when it is completed.  

The Traveling Photographer:  Take note that it is not legal in Alaska to wake up a sleeping bear to take a 

photograph.  You think the bear would have you arrested? 
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Creative:      “Calalily”    Helen Repstad 
Salon:    “Hidden Treasure”  Lucy Pearce 

B Gp:     “Bird Man”    Conrad Tinny 

A Gp:   “Evil Witch”     Anne Hickey 
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                                                      Compiled by Willliam Lopez 

 

Judge John Bruno 
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PFLI Scores for Flushing for October 
 Judges - Tom Crosley - Dave Curtin - John Brokos - Mike DiRenzo 

 

CRE   Roy woelfel                   Trees of  Winter 20                   19 

CRE   Helen Repstad               My Bleeding  Heart30                 20 

CRE   Andrew Silver               Eclipse  Composite25                 21 

CRE   A Hickey                      Waning Dahlia  25                  21 

CRE   Bernie Gellman              brickwall25            21              

CREII   Tony Coppeta                                    Tree Zipper30                      20 

 

DPA   Dennis Golin                  Ahwahnee In Winter  30               21 

DPA   Helen Repstad                               poppy 20                             21 

DPA   Tony Coppeta                                Hay Rolls 25                          21 

DPA   Joe Crupi                     Sea Flower 20                        22 

DPA   Ramiro Agredo                                NativeDance 20                      23 

DPA   William Lopez               Lake and Trees Maine  30             20 

DPA   Lucy Pearce                 El Lobo 25                            21 

DPA   Bernard Huang                               fish village in Italy  30        23 

DPA   Andrew Silver               redeye treefrog 1C  25               23 

DPA   Ken Whitehead                              Summer Flower 20                     24 

DPA   Matsuyama Tsunemasa       African Gray 20                    21  

DPA   Martin Fleischer           Misty Morning  Train 20              21 

DPA   Sherre Lin                 skimmer got fish  25                 21 

DPA   Barbara Shea               RED EYE 20                           21 

DPA Tom Mrwik                  A Swallows Feast  25                 21 

 

DPB   Sheila Golden                               Eastern State  Pen Cellblock 9 25  20 

DPB   S jackson                     Water Impressionist Painter 25  21 

DPB   Louise Destefano                 DCMetro 25                           21 

DPB   Conrad Tinney                               The Hunt 25                           21 

DPB   Uris McKay                    Bronx 25                              21 

DPB   Archie Reyes                Banquero 20                          18 

DPB   Sandy Nunez                 Neal   Schon(Journey) 15             18 

DPB   Terry Chen                  Morning Glance At Creek 25   20 

DPB   Roy woelfel                 Fishing 20                            21 

DPB  Bernie Gellman                            Waves 30                              22 

DPB   norman eng                 Samba NY10                          18 

DPB   Georgina Eng               LA Impressions  25                   21 

DPB   Henry SzcZepanski                        Hungry Hummer  20                    22 

DPB   A Hickey                   Yellow Tulips  30                 23 
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PFLI Scores for Flushing for November 

Judges -  Carol  DiRenzo - Andy Kurchey - Valerie DiBiase - Terry Brokos 

 

 CRE    Helen Repstad                COLUMBINE 25                        21 

 CRE    Archie Reyes                 One Note 25                         21 

 CRE    Tony Coppeta                Dog in Puddle 20                     21 

 CRE    Helen Repstad               Italian garden   25                  21 

 CRE    A Hickey                     ZoOming Dahlia                       21 

  

 DPA   William Lopez                   Long Expo 25                         21 

 DPA   Helen Repstad                peony 25                          22 

 DPA   Andrew Silver                Crested  CaraCara                    22 

 DPA   Bernard Huang                skimmer with fish  25                22 

 DPA   Ramiro Agredo                aztec 30                           22 

 DPA   Lucy Pearce                Pretty Petals  30                    21 

 DPA   Dennis Golin               Hoo Me                            21 

 DPA   Tony Coppeta               Red Rose 30                          21 

 DPA   Sherre Lin                 hot spring 30                    22 

 DPA   Joe Crupi                  Sleepy Time 30                       23 

 DPA   Martin Fleischer          Liberty Sunset  25                   21 

 DPA   Matsuyama Tsunemasa    Deep Mountains 25                  21 

 DPA   Tom Mrwik                 Mobil  Lunch 20                      21 

 DPA   Ken Whitehead             Stormy  Weather  30                  21 

 DPA   Barbara Shea              BW Rose 20  copy                     22 

 

 DPB   Sandy Nunez                  Just Green                           20 

 DPB   Archie Reyes                 House in the Ocean  15               20 

 DPB   Georgina Eng                 Orange Flower  20                    20 

 DPB   Sheila Golden                Orange Flower  20                    20 

 DPB   Uris McKay                   All Alone 15                         21 

 DPB   Henry SzcZepanski          The Pollenator  20                   19 

 DPB   S jackson                  Portal 20                           20 

 DPB   Bernie Gellman             NYC_Skyline 25                       20 

 DPB   Richard DeDalto            BiPlane                              22 

 DPB   Louise Destefano           CosmosB                              23 

 DPB   A Hickey                The Occulist 30                      21 

 DPB   Conrad Tinney             Mom & cubs 25                        22 
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Today's Question    I want to buy some larger media cards for my 

camera. I wonder whether I should get the fastest card available or save 

money and get something a little slower. I mostly shoot landscape and 

wildlife photography.      

                   Tim's Quick Answer:   While it is certainly "safe" (though more expensive) to opt for 

the fastest media cards available, you'll also want to consider the performance of your camera and 

how important you feel it is to maximize download speeds to your computer.  

For many photographers choosing the fastest available media cards won't provide any real 

advantage for their workflow. Only those photographers with a need to capture or download a large 

number of photos quickly will faster cards provide a performance benefit.                                                                    
The first thing to consider is write speed at the time of capture. The actual write speed of the media card only becomes a 

factor when you fill up the buffer on the camera. When you capture photos they are initially stored in a memory buffer in 

the camera, and then written out to the media card. If the buffer never gets full, you aren't taxing the ability of your 

camera to write images to the media card.                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Of course, if you do fill the buffer on the camera on a regular basis, the fastest card available can make the difference 

between getting a shot and missing the shot. So, if you ever have the experience where you capture a burst of images 

and then the camera won't let you capture new photos until the buffer is cleared, a faster card will likely help. You will 

also, however, want to check the write speed of the camera, as there won't be any real benefit in terms of capture if you 

have a card that is faster than your camera                                                                                                                                             

Note that if you capture video with your camera you will also want to be sure that any cards you purchase support the 

requirements for capturing video. This is especially important for cameras that support 4K video resolution                                           

The second consideration is download time. A faster card may enable faster downloads, so you don't need to wait as 

long for your photos to download to your computer. Of course, you also need to take into account the capabilities of your 

computer, such as the card reader and data port speeds.                                                                                                                                    

So, if downloading quickly is important to you, you'll want to not only opt for a fast card, but also make sure you have a 

card reader and data port (such as a USB 3.0 port). For example, the Lexar Professional USB 3.0 reader 

(http://amzn.to/2vAP7vO) connected to a USB 3.0 port should ensure optimal download speeds with a high-speed 

media card.        Because media card prices continue to be very competitive, I do think it is a 

reasonable strategy to simply purchase the fastest cards available. But you can also choose a card 

based on your own priorities, and based on the performance capabilities of your camera and other 

tools in your workflow.    http://asktimgrey.com/ https://www.greylearning.com/courses/ 

May our FCC readers 
find the peace and joy of 
the Holiday Season now 
and throughout the 
coming New Year. 
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  www.takegreatpictures.com 

 

Long Lens Techniques  Part 2                                                                                                                                

Photographing wildlife requires a long lens. The animals are either far away, small, 

or a combination of both. A long lens is necessary to get frame filling images. If 

you’re new to long lens photography, if you’ve had your long lens in the closet for 

awhile, or if you’re not satisfied with the results you get when you use your super 

telephoto, use the following tips to get photos that substantiate the purchase.                                                                                                                                

Shutter Speeds: Fast shutter speeds help offset blurry photos that come as a result 

of lens/camera movement. The rule of thumb is to use a shutter speed that’s the 

reciprocal of the focal length. If you use a 500mm lens, use a minimum of 1/500th 

of a second to get a sharp photo. If the lens is mounted to a sturdy tripod, the 

shutter speed can be reduced. But don’t get caught up thinking that you can use a 

slower shutter speed for all conditions. You’re at the mercy of the animal’s 

movement. If the subject moves and the shutter is slow, the animal will not be 

sharp. The focal length to shutter speed reciprocal is more used for hand holding  
but hand holding these long lenses is not practical. If the subject fills the frame and you don’t have Mr. Universe arms, 

good luck with the composition. Finally, there’s the VR or IS debate. Should you leave either ON if the camera is mounted 

to a tripod. The answer to this is in your user’s manual for the lens. Some have a tripod VR or IS switch and some don’t. 

Many manufacturers recommend turning it off if the lens is on a tripod. The gyros try to initiate stabilization when no 

stabilization is necessary. Confusion is created and the rear moving element doesn’t know what to do which results in a 

blurry photo.  

Counter the Movement: Many seasoned long lens photographers use their left hand 

to help stabilize the lens. They press on the lens hood each time they release the 

shutter. When the shutter is pressed, it produces an upward movement at the far 

end of the lens. The downward pressure of the left hand counters the movement 

and results in more keepers. Even though this helps, if you’re a “shutter jabber,” 

you need to become more gentle with your release. Gently depress the shutter 

button as opposed to jabbing it. I had to train myself to do this as I always got 

caught up in the moment and jabbed each time I released the shutter. My number 

of sharp images increased after adopting this technique.   

  Additional Horsepower: You bought a 200mm lens and wished it could go to 300. 

You then buy a 300 and wished it would go to 400. You then get a 400 and 

wished........... you see the pattern. Regardless of its length, you’ll experience times 

when you wished it would go to........... . This is where the teleconverter comes into 

play. The most common is a 1.4. It magnifies the effective focal length by 1.4 times 

so a 500mm becomes a 700mm. This comes at a cost of losing one full stop of light 

which translates to one shutter speed of light. You’ll also notice a slight loss of 

sharpness. If you choose to go the teleconverter route, it’s essential you incorporate 

the above techniques to ensure you get as sharp an image as possible.    

 To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris.    Russ 

Please visit   www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.     

                                                             FACEBOOK: 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Russ-Burden-Photography/138323855629?ref_type=bookmark  
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